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A B S T R A C T   

The new structure for B8N8 nanocage was revealed. This structure is completely different from the known 
structure. The structural properties of investigated structures were investigated and compared with each other. 
The new structure of B8N8 nanocage was characterized by IR and NMR spectrum. The size of known and new 
structure of B8N8 nanocage was determined as 42.63 and 43.80 nm, respectively. Electronic properties of 
structure of BN nanocage are investigated. Finally, hydrogen storage capacity is investigated and it can be said 
that the DOE target may be reached by the new structure of B8N8 nanocage.   

1. Introduction 

Carbon nanomaterials, for instance fullerene, nanotubes, nano-
capsules, nanospring and onions have a wide application area [1–4]. 
However, carbon nanomaterials have significant disadvantages and they 
limit the application area. Carbon nanomaterials are degraded at 600 ◦C 
and do not have sufficient thermal stability while boron nitrite nano-
materials can withstand up to high temperature and have well thermal 
conductivity [5]. There are a lot of studies about BxNx (x > 12) in 
literature but there are limited studies on B8N8 nanocage [6–10]. 
Furthermore, the point group of B8N8 has been reported as S4 but the 
reported studies have not been encountered in the literature. BN nano-
materials have a lot of application industries [11]. 

There are many energy sources, including renewable and fossil fuels, 
that human beings can use. One of the clean and renewable energy 
sources is hydrogen energy. However, hydrogen energy is not a primary 
source. Initially, hydrogen must be produced using energy from another 
source and then transported for usage. Hydrogen can be obtained from 
diverse resources such as hydro, wind, wave, solar, biomass, 
geothermal, coal, natural gas and nuclear. Hydrogen is clean energy due 
to the fact that water releases when the hydrogen is burnt. Because of 
that the ability of hydrogen to replace fossil fuels in the transportation 
sector could address one of the world’s major environmental problems. 
It has been known that the automotive industry is one of the main factors 
polluting the world [12]. 

There is a lot of production methods for hydrogen such as splitting 
water through various processes, including electrolysis and etc. How-
ever, the main problems of the usage of hydrogen energy are storage and 

transporting. Although there are a lot of storage material, hydrogen has 
very low energy density per unit volume due to the lightest chemical 
element. Also, hydrogen can be transport nanomaterials which are based 
on carbon (C) and boron nitrite (BN) structures. But, there are a lot of 
advantages of BN nanomaterials such as high temperature resistance, 
broad application areas, etc. As for the nanostructures, there are a lot 
structure such as cage/fullerene, solid cluster, onion, tube. In this study, 
BN nanocages are considered as nanomaterial for the carrying of 
hydrogen. 

In previous studies, BN nanocages have been investigated in many 
papers. The storage capacity (wt. %) is found as 1.35, 3.05, 4.96, 6.60 
and 10.58 for B12N12, B24N24, B36N36, B48N48 and B96N96 [13]. These 
nanocages are investigated at PM7 method. The hydrogen are stored to 
BN nanocage by chemisorption. BN nanotubes are synthesized and 
characterized by Okan et al. in 2012 [14]. In synthesis, different cata-
lysts have been used in their study and the maximum hydrogen storage 
capacity has been found as 0.85 wt% [14]. BN nanotube (B99N99) and 
nanocapsule (B36N36) have been synthesized by Oku and co-workers in 
2004. Characterization of the related structures have been done by using 
different techniques. In their study, hydrogen storage capacity has been 
found as ~3 wt% [15]. B12N12 nanoclusters have been investigated by 
Janjua in 2021. Different alkaline earth metals have been used. All 
calculations have been performed at B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) and CAM- 
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) levels. Adsorption energy of hydrogen molecule 
has been calculated as − 1.06 kJ/mol [16]. According to above studies, 
hydrogen storage of BN nanomaterial have been investigated as both 
experimentally and computationally. 

Although double-hybrid DFT and low-level composite ab-initio 
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methods present better calculations results such as optimization struc-
ture and energy values for BN nanocage, the whole calculations are 
performed at PBE1PBE/6-311+G(d) in gas phase and water in this 
study. DFT methods has been extensively benchmarked for energetic 
properties [17–19]. The most used DFT methods were examined by 

Goerigk et al. in 2017; by Mardirossian and Head-Gordon in 2017 and by 
Karton and Spackman in 2021 and it was reported that the PBE1PBE 
method chosen in this study was neither the best nor the worst in per-
formance. It is indirectly stated that the DFT method used in this study 
has an average performance and can be used in energy calculations 
[17–19]. Six different point groups, C1, C2, C2v, D2, D2d and S4, are taken 
into consideration. Additionally, a new structure has been observed 
from the calculations results. Then, structural, properties and electronic 
properties belong to known and new structures are compared each 
other. The point group of B8N8 nanocage in gas phase and water is 
determined as C1 and C2, respectively. The geometric parameters of 
structures are found as different from each other. Especially, some B-N 
bonds are found as shorter in new structure. As for the spectral char-
acterization of the new structure of B8N8 nanocage, stretching fre-
quencies for BN bond are observed in two regions which are nearly 1400 
and 1900 cm− 1. It implies that there are two bonds between some B-N 
bonds. In addition to IR spectrum, NMR spectrum is calculated and the 
NMR results are supported the structural and IR results. The decompo-
sition temperatures are calculated as ~1450 ◦C and ~1180 ◦C for known 
and new structures, respectively. Actually, two structures are isomers 
each other and transition state, therefore, is calculated in gas phase and 
water. Moreover, the transition temperatures from the old to the new 
structure are also calculated as 931 and 842 ◦C for the gas and water 
phase, respectively. All these temperature researches, thermodynamic 
parameters are used. These results show that the old one transitions at 
931 ◦C to new one and it means that B8N8 nanocage is stable up to 
~1180 ◦C. Finally, hydrogen storage capacity of the both isomers is 
investigated at same level of theory. The hydrogen storage capacity of 
new structure is calculated as 9.14% while it is 1.01% for known 
structure. As a result, the hydrogen storage capacity is seemed as 
excellent and it is envisaged that the DOE’s goal has been achieved and 
improved. 

2. Method 

The computational researchers were done by using Gaussian pro-
grams, ChemOffice [20–23]. Numerical calculations and preparation of 
input file were done by Gaussian programs while ChemOffice was used 
to preparation of figures for the article. In this project, PBE1PBE which is 
one of the hybrid density functional theory (DFT) functions and 6- 
311+G(d) basis set were used due to the fact that the related method and 
basis set have been used for BN nanocage [24–28]. For solute – solvent 
interactions, conductor like polarized continuum model (C-PCM) was 
used and transition state was calculated by using QST2 method [29]. 
Heat capacity of studied compounds was used to calculate the decom-
position and transition temperatures. To compare electronic properties, 
molecular orbital energy diagram (MOED), contour diagram of frontier 
molecular orbitals (FMOs), molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) 

Table 1 
Thermodynamic parameters of isomeric structure of B8N8 nanocage.  

Isomers Point Group Gas Phase Water 

ETotal
a Ha Ga ETotal

a Ha Ga 

Known Structure C1 − 1.67117x106 − 1.67116x106 − 1.67127x106 − 1.67120x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67129x106 

C2 − 1.67117x106 − 1.67116x106 − 1.67127x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67113x106 

C2v – – – – – – 
D2 – – – – – – 
D2d – – – – – – 
S4 − 1.67117x106 − 1.67116x106 − 1.67127x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67129x106 

New Structure C1 − 1.67120x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67131x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67133x106 

C2 − 1.67120x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67131x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67133x106 

C2v − 1.67120x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67131x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67133x106 

D2 − 1.67120x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67131x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67133x106 

D2d − 1.67120x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67131x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67133x106 

S4 − 1.67120x106 − 1.67119x106 − 1.67131x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67122x106 − 1.67133x106 

a in kJ/mol  

Fig. 1. The optimized structure of known and new structure of B8N8 nanocage 
with atomic labeling. 

Table 2 
The calculated geometric parameters.  

Assignments Known Structure New Structure 

Gas Phase Water Gas Phase Water 

Bond Lengths (Å) 
B1 - N6  1.470  1.469  1.408  1.410 
B1 - N13  1.474  1.475  1.506  1.506 
B2 - N6  1.454  1.454  1.295  1.297 
B2 - N16  1.512  1.511  –  – 
B2 - N7  1.479  1.481  1.391  1.390 
B11 - N7  1.489  1.490  1.507  1.506 
B11 - N16  1.470  1.469  1.408  1.410 
B12 - N16  1.454  1.454  1.295  1.297 
B12 - N13  1.479  1.481  1.391  1.390  

Bond Angle (deg.) 
N6 - B1 - N13  129.6  129.5  129.0  129.0 
N6 - B2 - N7  124.7  124.6  159.6  159.0 
N6 - B2 - N16  123.3  123.3  –  – 
B1 - N6 - B2  113.1  113.2  107.9  107.7 
B2 - N7 - B11  78.0  78.0  107.5  108.0 
N7 - B11 - N16  101.2  101.1  129.0  129.0 
N13 - B12 - B16  124.7  124.6  159.7  159.1 
B2 - N16 - B11  77.5  77.7  –  – 
B2 - N16 - B12  105.9  106.0  –  –  
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maps were calculated. Finally, hydrogen storage capacity is investigated 
at PBE1PBE/6-311+G(d) level in gas phase. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Geometric structure at ground state 

Symmetry point group is important to determine the chemical and 
spectral properties of related compounds. BxNx (x = 8) has been inves-
tigated in literature [30]. Although structure and symmetry point group 
of B8N8 have been identified, a detailed article in which these studies 
have been conducted has not been found. Geometric structure and 
chemical properties of B8N8 nanocage are investigated in detail at 
PBE1PBE/6-311+G(d) level in gas and water via taking into consider-
ation of C1, C2, C2v, D2, D2d and S4 point groups. However, the calcu-
lation errors are encountered at C2v, D2, D2d and S4 point groups in the 
optimization of the known (old) structure of B8N8 nanocage. An un-
known structure of B8N8 is observed at the result of calculations. Ther-
modynamic parameters, total energy (ETotal), enthalpy (H) and Gibbs 
Free energy (G), are given in Table 1 for known and new structures in 

each point group. 
According to Table 1, point group of the most stable structure is 

calculated as C1 and C2 for gas phase and water in the known and new 
structures, respectively. In literature, the point group of known structure 
has been reported as S4. However, this datum is proven to be completely 
false by this study. As for the stable structure, new structure is about 29 
kJ/mol more stable than the that of known structure. The optimized 
structures of both isomers are given in Fig. 1. It can be said that chemical 
properties of new structure may be more attractive than that of known 
structure due to the double bonds. Additionally, the geometric param-
eters are given in Table 2. 

Actually, the bond lengths are similar to each other except some 
bonds. Some bonds which are B2-N6, B2-N16, B10-N8 and B10-N16, are 
broken. Furthermore, B2-N6, B4-N8, B10-N14 and B12-N16 are short-
ened from 1.454 Å to 1.29 Å. These bonds seem as double bond at the 
result of calculations. According to obtained results, it is expected that 
new structure of B8N8 exhibits different molecular and chemical prop-
erties than that of the known structure. 

3.2. Spectral characterization 

Characterization of compounds structure is so important for further 
analysis. Many spectral techniques such as infrared (IR), nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and etc. can be used for this aim. 
Infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum are so important in 
the determination of atom type, number and functional groups. Func-
tional groups such as hydrogen bonds, aromatic groups and etc. can be 
determined by IR spectrum while detail of molecular structure can be 
determined via NMR spectrum. IR spectrum for mentioned B8N8 nano 
structures are calculated and represented in Fig. 2. 

The stretching frequency of B-N bond is calculated nearly 1350 cm− 1 

in each spectrum. As experimentally, B-N bond has been observed at 
nearly 1380 cm− 1 [31,32]. The calculated vibrational frequency for B-N 
bond in known structure is in a good agreement with experimental re-
sults. However, there is a different peak in IR spectrum of new structure. 
The frequency of this peak is observed about 1900 cm− 1. This peak is in 
the double bond region. Additionally, vibrational frequency of B = C/B 
= N has been observed nearly 1780 cm− 1 [33,34]. Computational results 
are in agreement with experimental data. So, it can be said that there is a 
double bond (B = N) in new structure. 11B NMR and 15N NMR are 
calculated and chemical shift values of related atoms are given in 
Table 3. 

Fig. 2. Calculated IR spectrum of known (A) and new (B) structures of B8N8 nanocage at PBE1PBE/6-311+G(d) level.  

Table 3 
Chemical shift values (ppm) of boron and nitrogen atoms in the mentioned B8N8 
nanocages.  

Assignment Known Structure New Structure 

Gas Water Gas Water 

B1  33.8  33.9  35.5  35.7 
B2  33.6  33.6  27.8  28.2 
B3  33.8  33.9  35.5  35.7 
B4  33.6  33.7  27.8  28.2 
N5  200.1  196.4  137.0  138.3 
N6  147.2  146.8  162.5  158.6 
N7  200.0  196.4  137.1  138.3 
N8  147.3  146.8  162.5  158.6 
B9  33.8  33.9  35.5  35.7 
B10  33.6  33.6  27.8  28.2 
B11  33.8  33.9  35.5  35.7 
B12  33.6  33.7  27.8  28.2 
N13  200.1  196.4  137.0  138.3 
N14  147.2  146.8  162.5  158.6 
N15  200.0  196.4  137.1  138.3 
N16  147.3  146.8  162.5  158.6  
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According to Table 3, the chemical shift values of boron and nitrogen 
atoms are different from each other which can be seen easily from 
related table. Especially, the chemical shift values of N5, N7, N13 and 
N15 are significant. In these atoms, they gave a peak at lower ppm due to 
the high shielding effect. So, these values imply that these structures are 
different from each other. 

3.3. Defining the transition state (TS) 

Transition state is so important in the determination of reaction and 
transition mechanism. In this step, QST2 method is used in the 
computational analyses. The transition state between known and new 
structure of B8N8 nanocage is investigated in gas phase and water. The 

energy diagram and structure of TS are represented in Fig. 3. 
According to Fig. 3, the imaginary frequency for gas and water is 

calculated as − 349 and − 246 cm− 1, respectively. These frequencies are 
in the acceptable range for transition state [35,36]. It can be easily seen 
that some bonds are breaking and some bonds are being stronger and 
molecular structures both of them are completely different from each 
other. Additionally, how they are transition from each other can be seen 
from this figure. Finally, it can be said that the new structure of related 
nanocage is more stable than the known one due to the energy of them 
and the geometric structure of new one is like ball than that of other one. 
The new structure is more like fullerene. 

3.4. Comparing the electronic properties 

In this section, natural bond orbital (NBO) charge, molecular orbital 
energy diagram (MOED), contour diagram of frontier molecular orbital 
and molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) maps are investigated in 
detail and electrophilic/nucleophilic attack region are determined using 
these results. NBO charges of boron and nitrogen atoms are calculated 
and the results are given in Table 4. 

According Table 4, the charges are mainly same to each other. 
However, there are some differences. For instance, the charge of B1 and 
B3 is +1.026 in known structure while it is +1.113 in new structure. As 
for the nitrogen atoms, the charge of N5 and N7 is changing from − 1.035 
to − 1.175. It can be seen so small changes but it may affect the electronic 
and chemical properties. The MOED of B8N8 structures are calculated 
and represented in Fig. 4. 

According to Fig. 4, the frontier molecular orbitals of known struc-
tures are HOMO-3, HOMO-2, HOMO-1, HOMO, LUMO, LUMO + 1, 
LUMO + 2 and LUMO + 3. Since, HOMO-3 – HOMO are equal energy 
while LUMO – LUMO + 3 are same, too. Additionally, HOMO of new 
structure is one of the frontier molecular orbital while LUMO, LUMO +
1, LUMO + 2 and LUMO + 3 are frontier molecular orbitals for new 

Fig. 3. The transition state structures, imaginary frequencies and energy diagram of mentioned B8N8 nanocage.  

Table 4 
NBO charges of boron and nitrogen atoms on B8N8 structures.  

Assignment Known Structure New Structure 

Gas Phase Water Gas Phase Water 

B1  1.026  1.043  1.113  1.122 
B2  1.151  1.160  1.161  1.178 
B3  1.026  1.043  1.113  1.122 
B4  1.151  1.160  1.161  1.178 
N5  − 1.035  − 1.054  − 1.175  − 1.179 
N6  − 1.142  − 1.150  − 1.099  − 1.121 
N7  − 1.035  − 1.054  − 1.175  − 1.179 
N8  − 1.142  − 1.150  − 1.099  − 1.121 
B9  1.026  1.043  1.113  1.122 
B10  1.151  1.160  1.161  1.178 
B11  1.026  1.043  1.113  1.122 
B12  1.151  1.160  1.161  1.178 
N13  − 1.035  − 1.054  − 1.175  − 1.179 
N14  − 1.142  − 1.150  − 1.099  − 1.121 
N15  − 1.035  − 1.054  − 1.175  − 1.179 
N16  − 1.142  − 1.150  − 1.099  − 1.121  
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structure of BN nanocage. The contour plots of these molecular orbitals 
are represented in Figs. 5 and 6 for known and new structures, 
respectively. 

According to Figs. 5 and 6, there are balloon environment of nitrogen 
and boron atoms in both occupied and unoccupied molecular orbitals. 
There are two electrons in occupied molecular orbitals while no electron 
in unoccupied molecular orbitals. The electrons mainly localize on ni-
trogen atom in occupied MO while the balloons are mainly localized on 
the environment of boron atom. Finally, molecular electrostatic poten-
tial (MEP) maps are calculated for each structure and represented in 
Fig. 7. 

According to Fig. 7, the electron rich and poor regions are more 
distinct and clearly separated from each other in new structure. Due to 
the fact that chemical properties may better than that of known 
structure. 

3.5. Investigation of hydrogen storage capacity 

Hydrogen energy is so important for human and one of the renew-
able energies. Hydrogen energy attracts the attention of many countries 
and many investments have been done by many countries. Especially, 

many car companies are investing in hydrogen energy. There are three 
steps for hydrogen energy which are production, storage and trans-
portation. In this study, B8N8 nanocages are taken into account for 
storage and transportation. The storage target in nanomaterial is 
determined as 6.5% (w/w) by Department of Energy (DOE) of U.S.A. 
There is no data about storage capacity of B8N8 in literature. The storage 
capacity of known and new structure of related BN nanocage are 
investigated at PBE1PBE/6-311+G(d) level in gas phase. BN nanocages 
are optimized by adding the hydrogen molecule one by one. 

In the known structure of B8N8, only one hydrogen molecule is 
storage. As for the second one, the nanocage is shattered in trying to 
second storage of H2. These structures are given in Fig. 8. 

According to this result, only one hydrogen molecule is storage to 
related BN nanocage. The storage percentage is calculated as 1.01% and 
the adsorption energy is calculated as 846.99 kJ/mol. For the known 
structure, it is not efficient for the storage and transportation. Because, 
only one hydrogen molecule is storage and the desorption of it is 
impossible. Therefore, known structure cannot be preferred for the 
hydrogen energy. 

As for the new structure, hydrogen molecules are tried to storage 
inside of the nanocage. The first molecule is storage to inside of 

Fig. 4. MOED of known (A) and new (B) structure of B8N8 nanocage.  

Fig. 5. Contour plots of frontier molecular orbital of known structure.  
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Fig. 6. Contour plots of frontier molecular orbital of new structure.  

Fig. 7. MEP maps of known (A) and new (B) structure of BN nanocage.  
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nanocage. However, the second and the other hydrogen molecules are 
clinged to outside of the nanocage although the hydrogen molecules is 
put the inside of the nanocage. So, nine hydrogen molecules is storaged 
on the new structure of B8N8. Some optimized structures are represented 
in Fig. 9. 

According to Fig. 9, the first hydrogen molecule is storaged to inside of 
the nanocage and probably its desorption is to hard in the production of 
energy. However, the other hydrogen molecules are clinged to outside of 
the related BN nanocage. Hydrogen molecules can be easily desorption 
from the related nanocage to product the energy. This would be more 
efficient for the aim. The average distance between H2 and nanocage is 
nearly 2.99 Å. Additionally, it is seen that hydrogen molecules interact 
with boron atoms at nanocage. It can be said that the boron atoms provide 
extra property to inorganic fullerene for the storage of hydrogens. As for 
the DOE target, The storage efficiency is calculated as 9.14% and the 
adsorption energy per hydrogen molecule is given in Table 5. 

According to Fig. 9 and Table 5, the storage capacity of new structure 
of B8N8 nanocage is better than the other one. In addition to storage, 
desorption investigations are also investigated by the MM2 method. As a 
result, there is no released H2 molecule in the known structure while 
eight H2 molecules are released from the new structure. We found that 
the hydrogen molecule trapped in the cage is never released. For 
desorption of the hydrogen molecule, the cage must be broken down. In 
this way, the cage cannot be reused. All of these reasons, the known 
structure of B8N8 cannot be used for hydrogen energy. As for the new 
structure of it, storage efficiency is calculated as 9.14% while desorption 
efficiency is calculated as 88.9% which is related with storage hydrogen 
molecules. Furthermore, this nanocage can be used over and over. 
Finally, the target of DOE can be reached by this structure. 

4. Conclusions 

B8N8 nanocage was optimized at PBE1PBE/6-311+G(d) level in gas 
phase and water. In the optimization, symmetry point group was taken 
into account. The new structure for mentioned nanocage is encountered. 
The structural and electronic properties of B8N8 nanocages were 
examined in detail. Additionally, B8N8 structures were characterized by 
IR and NMR spectrum. The size of known and new structure of B8N8 
nanocage was determined as 42.63 and 43.80 nm, respectively. Espe-
cially, hydrogen storage capacity of the known and new structures was 
investigated. The storage capacity is determined as 1.01% and 9.14% for 
the known and new structure of BN nanocage, respectively. All results 
showed that the DOE target may be reached by new structure of B8N8 
nanocage. 

Fig. 8. The optimized structure of the known BN nanocage with hydrogen molecule.  

Fig. 9. The hydrogen storaged new B8N8 nanocage.  

Table 5 
The adsorption energy (kJ/mol) per H2 molecule.  

Number of H2 

Molecule 
Adsorption 
Energya 

Number of H2 

Molecule 
Adsorption 
Energya 

1  478.1 6  84.1 
2  242.4 7  72.6 
3  42.0 8  64.2 
4  123.6 9  57.5 
5  99.9 –  –  

a for per H2 molecule. 
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